
Goal 7 - Affordable andClean Energy
Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable andmodern energy for all
“Energy is central to nearly every major challenge and opportunity the world faces today. Be it for jobs,
security, climate change, food production or increasing incomes, access to energy for all is essential.
Transitioning the global economy towards clean and sustainable sources of energy is one of our greatest
challenges in the coming decades. Sustainable energy is an opportunity – it transforms lives, economies
and the planet.”
OpenStreetMap serves as a key database for understanding global electrification rates on a wide scale
through storing information from power grid networks and infrastructure down to information needed to
understand individual household and commercial access to electricity. Open mapping of electricity ac-
cess can help partners and organizations share resources and understanding of where people are ac-
cessing electricity, andmore importantly, where people do not have access.

What has been done?

MiniGrids (Tanzania): InTanzania, 80%of thepopulation live in rural areasandonly 16%ofpeoplehave
access to electricity. Due to the remote nature of these unelectrified villages, the government of Tanza-
nia aims to target the best areas to build off-grid electrification. To support this goal, HOT completed a
large-scale digitization of rural Tanzania using mapping and household surveys, including over four mil-
lion buildings and 1,300 villages. By collecting this highly detailed data of the settlements, HOT enabled
the government and private electricity and renewable energy providers to predict demand and determine
where grid and off-grid connections can bemade.

What else can bemapped?

• Add infrastructure such as power lines and plants to the map and make it accessible, allowing for
accurate assessments of the proportion of population that is connected to the grid.

• Survey households and commercial properties for access to and source of electricity
• Survey structures for roof attributes to determine solar compatibility

OSMDataModel

Category
Key
Value
Description/notes
Structural
electricity
yes, no, grid, generator, solar, wind
Used to indicate the source of the power generated
roof:material
metal, thatch, roof_tiles, wood, concrete, grass
Material(s) of roof
roof:shape
flat, skillion, gabled, hipped, pyramidal, round
Shape of roof
Power grid/network
power
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https://www.hotosm.org/projects/mini-grids


line, minor_line
A way following the path of (overground) power cables. For minor power lines with poles and not towers,
use power=minor_line.
power
pole, tower, plant, generator
Power grid features
generator:source
biomass, coal, gas, oil, diesel, waste, wind, solar, hydro
Source of the energy generated by a power=generator device
generator:method
wind_turbine, water-storage, water-pumped-storage, thermal, photovoltaic, combustion, gasification
Method by which the energy is generated by a power=generator device
generator:output
electricity, heat, biogas
Used in conjunction with power=generator
operator
Name of operator
operator:type
public, private
Type of operator
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